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this creates the host entry and the relevant provisioning settings. this also includes creating the
necessary directories and files for pxe booting the bare metal host. if you start the physical host and

set its boot mode to pxe, the host detects the dhcp service of satelliteservers integrated capsule,
receives http endpoint of the kickstart tree and installs the operating system. for network-based
provisioning, you must create a host to access either satelliteservers integrated capsule or an

external capsuleserver on a vmware vsphere virtual network, so that the host has access to pxe
provisioning services. the new host entry triggers the vmware vsphere server to create the virtual
machine. vmware vcenter server software provides a capability to configure and manage vcenter

environments. it is an iaas (infrastructure as a service) platform and provides clients access to
various resources via web interfaces. the main logical components of vcenter server are: the vcenter
server appliance (vca) is a standalone appliance that collects metrics and stores the collected data in
the vcenter server database. data collected by the vca is only used by the logical clients in order to
allow the client to report on the metrics to the user in a single integrated user experience. to enable

logical monitoring on a remote vcenter server, vcenter server must be installed on the vcenter
server appliance (vca). the vmware virtual machine manager (vmm) is a virtual machine manager

(vmm) used by vmware. the vmm stores a set of virtual machine configuration settings and
manages the execution of software loaded into the virtual machine. the vmm also provides a

graphical user interface (gui) used to manage virtual machines. the vmm only supports virtual
machines running on a guest operating system environment.
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new redhat enterprise linux 6.4
distribution, it will take about 7 days.

during this time, you cannot use existing
satellite instances. once redhat

enterprise linux 6.4 distribution is ready,
you can use satellite to manage all your

systems and use image update
mechanism to perform updates on
existing redhat enterprise linux 6.3

servers. in redhat enterprise linux 6.3
operating system, if you need to
perform a security update, use a

mechanism of service update. if you
need to perform a kernel upgrade, use
the kernel update mechanism. if you

need to perform a package update, use
a mechanism of package update. all
hosts that did not perform a clean

operation will continue to use an old
redhat enterprise linux 6.3 operating
system and will be unable to perform
security updates. satellite server 6.3
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supported kerberos 5 and 4 for
authentication. after the mit kerberos 5

kdc is added to the cluster, satellite
server 6.3 will support kerberos 5

authentication as well. satellite server
6.3 can be configured for redhat

enterprise linux 6.4 installation only with
kerberos 5 authentication. on non-dell
servers, net.ifnames=1 command line
option will be required to ensure that

linux kernels are correctly configured for
solaris domain name service (dns)
clients to communicate with redhat

enterprise linux dns server. symantec
«(check this under symantec corp.)» has

announced that it is discontinuing
support for their certificate authority

certificate validation programs for all of
their ca root certificates. this means that

certificates issued by these ca
certificates are no longer trusted. if your
enterprise is using this certificate as a
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trusted ca, we urge you to move to a
new trusted ca solution as quickly as

possible. contact your ca administrator
for assistance. 5ec8ef588b
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